Halina Felinska
ON SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SPHERICAL BUNDLE T t L 2 The 2~difiisn3ioaal Peinoaré model of the hiperbolio epaoe is well known. Our coBsiderations are based on the 2-dlaensional Rlemannian manifold Lg with a support L^ » » {(x 1 ,x 2 ) eR 2 t ar 2 >o}, The differential structure is induoed froos H • The fundamental metric form is given by the formula
where k is an arbitrary positive oonstant.
In the paper [3J the geometry of the tangent bundle to with the g°-pseudoriemannian metrio which is a complete lift of the metric given on £ 2 T£ 2 conBiderodIt is interesting to give fundamental properties of the spherioal bundle T^g* This paper is concerned in this problem.
We denote by T^Iig the set of all tangent vectors to 2> 2 of the length 1. The structure on T.^ ls induced from TL 2 , If we reduce the structural group of the bundle T& 2 to 0(2), we obtain the spherical bundle T-,*^'
In the papers [4], [5] , [7] There exist manifolds with degenerated metrics for which connections without torsion do not exist. If such connection exists, then respectively to Weyl-Cartan theorem it is not uniquely determined.
Let us define a mapping b j TT^Lg ""** (TT.^)* by the formula b(X) = a(X,-). The kernel of this mapping is a 1-dimensional distribution V. This distribution is spanned by the vector field B1 = [-x 2 cos x 3 , -x 2 sin x 3 , cos x 3 ]. Of oourse, V is an integrable distribution. The complementary distribution H is a 2-dimen8ional one* The fields B2= [ü,x 2 oos x 3 sinx^] and Bj = [l,0,t>] form a base of H. It is easy to see that H is an integrable distribution, too. Theorem 1.
There exists no degenerated connection without torsion on the manifold (T^Lg» Proof. It is sufficient to show (with inspect to Th. 3.2 [8] ) that the field B1 does not satisfy the system of Killing differential equations L^a = Ü, e.a. It is easy to vdrify that L B a + 0.
Remark. Let v and h denote the promotions of the space TfT.^) onto the distributions V and H, respectively. By Q we denote an arbitrary tensor field of the type We will show that Theorem 3.
The isometry group of the manifold (T-jLg» 8 ) is 3-dimensional.
Proof.
To find the isometry group of the manifold we have to determine I = {i e K : i(f (T^g)) c f (T^g)}, where K denotes the isometry group of the manifold TL2 ( [3] ). Some calculations show that I is a subgroup of K generated by 1-parameter transformation groups determined by complete lifts to TL2 ( [3] ) of Killing vector fields of the manifold L2. The immersion f is iBomatric thus an arbitrary isometry of T.J&2 can be locally represented by composition of isometries of the form f -1 o i o f, where i eI.
